DUCKDAO HUNTERS

SEASON 1

presented by DuckDAO and Duck Liquidity Pool
DuckDAO has emerged as a disruptive force in the fundraising and incubation
space, thanks to our influential and restless community. We are currently developing the Duck Liquidity pool - the next level yield farming system combined with
Market Maker rewards distributed to farmers.
Now it’s time to reward our fantastic community with the next step!
DuckDAO Hunters is an NFT collection game that promises immeasurable fun and
many opportunities – for the rich and for hard-working Ducks!

HOW IT WORKS
Each NFT will represent DuckDAO community partner’s caricature or standard
fantasy/science-fiction/crypto trope. The art will be presented in the form of an
anthropomorphic duck that has a name (E.g. John) and a title (E.g. “The Wizard”).
Each NFT will have a border around the art that will represent the rarity of the NFT.
The reasoning behind the names and the titles is for diversity and inclusiveness.
Future NFTs will have more nationalities and have greater representation.
Each NFT will have a specific rarity tier assigned
to it, and will belong to a “set of four” which
links together similarly styled NFTs.
The art for each NFT will be done in a more
mature style than telegram stickers. As
an example, this image of Marvel’s Howard
The Duck is a rough guideline (picture).

Join the DuckDAO Hunters Telegram Group
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LET THE GAMES BEGIN
HOW MANY NFTS WILL BE IN MINTED DURING SEASON 1?
In total, there will be 48 DuckDAO NFT Cards created. They will all belong to a set
of four cards. A set is a compilation of four NFTs that belong together. This means
there are 12 sets in season 1 of the game.

WHAT SETS ARE PLANNED?
The starting DuckDAO NFT sets will be:
Tier 1 – Legendary
Deluxe Ducks
They will represent our closest community partners. One wildcard Duck is included in this set too.

The Puppet Masters
They will represent caricatures of the shadowy forces that control the market.

This will be the rarest tier of NFT. Each NFT in this tier will have a minimal supply
and will be the hardest to attain.
Copies minted per set: 1 – 12 ex. per card.
Tier 2 – Rare
The Illuminati
Duck HQ
Community Partners 1
Community Partners 2
The Twitter Partners

These NFTs will represent one half of the DuckDAO team.
These NFTs will represent one half of the DuckDAO team.
These NFTs will represent one half of our community partners.
These NFTs will represent one half of our community partners.
These NFTs will represent some of our twitter partners.

This next tier down will be slightly more common than the tier 1 rarity NFTs.
Copies minted: 20 – 80 ex. per card.
Tier 3 – Common
The Crowd.
Adventurers.
Elementals.
Voidfarers.
Super Ducks.

These NFTs are ducks that everyone can find common ground with – Crypto
users and enthusiasts!
These NFTs will be ducks that are inspired by dungeons and dragons classes.
These NFTs will be ducks that embody the elemental forces of nature.
These NFTs will be ducks that are inspired by various science fiction characters.
These NFTs are ducks that are based on popular superhero archetypes

The third tier of NFT will be our common tier.
Copies minted: 100 - 400 ex. per card.
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GAME-PLAY – THE RULES

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?
Each NFT will be split into three tiers to start with.
The primary utility for DuckDAO NFTs will be completing sets to redeem or win
rewards.

SEASONS
There will be a large stablecoin grand prize awarded to the individual that
collects the most unique Duck NFTs by the end of the first season.
A season will function much like the time-gated events found in gaming.
Participants will have a set time frame to collect as many NFTs as they can, with
the season-ending after a period of three months (or if a user manages to collect
one of every NFT).
During the season, periodic prizes may also be awarded on a bi-weekly or monthly
basis for users who are able to complete a randomly selected set.
The seasonal model will ensure that the NFT collection process happens in cycles,
and allows for the longevity of the project. The main constraint in this model is the
budgeting.
For each season
– New NFTs will be designed and minted
– Old NFTs will still exist and sets from older seasons can still be used for the requirements for intermediary prizes (See below section)
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PRIZES
A grand prize of about $100,000 (50% of the prize pool) will be awarded at the
end of the season for the individual that holds the most unique NFTs in the 48 card
season 1 collection.
The prize pool can vary and is dependent on the sale of the NFTs.
If there are multiple wallets that hold the same unique number of NFTs, then the
winner will be decided based on which user has a greater number of tier 1 NFTs.
If they have the same number of tier 1s, then the greater number of unique tier 2s
will be used. If a single winner cannot be decided, the prize will be split among all
participants holding the greatest unique number of NFTs
A secondary prize of $25,000 (12.5% of the prize pool) will be split amongst the
next 2-10 runners-up at the end of the season.
The remaining 37.5% of funds ($75,000) will be split into 6 intermediary prizes.
Each $12,500 prize will be split amongst all individuals that have completed
a given set on the date of the prize calculation. For example, on date X, all individuals who have completed the 4 card “Duck HQ” set will share in a $12,500 prize.
On date Y, all individuals who have completed the 4 card “Community partners 2”
set will share in a $12,500 prize.
Given the large number of tier 3 NFTs in circulation, intermediary prizes will require
the completion of two tier 3 sets. If a tier 2 set is chosen, only one set will need to
be completed.
This model will incentivize constant trading of NFTs throughout the season as participants try to complete sets that they are close to finishing.
The set that will be chosen for the intermediary prize will be announced 3-5 days
before the date of calculation, so that users can try to obtain those cards that they are
missing. This will drive up the price of those cards and drive trading.
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THE WILDCARD
The completion of sets is where the tier 1 NFT the Wildcard comes into play. This
card can be used to complete any set. If a user has collected 3 out of the 4 NFTs in
any given set, this one item can be used in place of the 4th to complete this set.
More copies of this NFT will be minted than a standard tier 1 NFT.
ONLY 1 WILDCARD CAN BE USED PER PARTICIPANT FOR EACH INTERMEDIARY PRIZE.
FOR THE GRAND AND SECONDARY PRIZES, THE WILDCARD COUNTS AS THE
NORMAL TIER ONE CARD AND CANNOT REPLACE ANOTHER CARD!

CLAIMING REWARDS

For an individual to claim a grand prize or secondary prize, they will have to send
their NFTs to a DuckDAO wallet.
This will ensure that:
– The winner does not just keep winning each season as their collection only grows.
– The individuals that just missed out are closer to the win for the next season or
intermediary prize.
– The DuckDAO team can then distribute or sell these tokens back into circulation for
the next prize cycle.
For an individual to claim an intermediary prize, they will only have to demonstrate
that the complete NFT set is held in their wallet.
This will ensure that:
– The individual does not hamper their chances of winning the grand prize or secondary prizes
Claiming the grand prize or secondary prize is OPTIONAL. If a participant chooses
to, they can keep their NFTs (For the next season, or just for collecting purposes, or
for resale, etc.) If a winner does not wish to claim the grand or secondary prizes, the
next runner up will win.
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AND HOW THE QUACK
CAN I GET THESE NFTS?
ACQUISITION/DISTRIBUTION OF NFTS
There are four ways to get NFTs!
Buying:
– Initial NFT-Offering by DuckDAO:
You can buy them on OpenSea.
Always check for the right Smart Contract before buying an NFT Card.
Bounty:
– Get rewarded for DDIM hodling
– Get rewarded for DUCK hodling
– Get rewarded for farming
– ...
Earning:
– Fulfill tasks requested by the Channel Partners or DuckDAO, like supporting Social
Media campaigns on Twitter for Incubation projects or own projects of DuckDAO
– Actively participating in AMAs
– ...
Trading:
– Trade DuckDAO NFTs on the secondary market on OpenSea!
Always check for the right Smart Contract before buying an NFT Card.

INITIAL NFT-OFFERING
Single Card Offering
Over the Season more and more cards will be offered initially on OpenSea. After all
NFTs from one type are in circulation, they can only be acquired on the Secondary
Market from other players.
Lootbox Offering
The loot box model used in gaming will be used for fundraising for the first season.
After each of the NFTs for season 1 are minted, they can be grouped together for a
set number of “boxes” that will be sold to members.
The exact amount of Cards and the mix of Cards per Lootbox will be defined as
soon as they are implemented in the process.
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TRANSPARENCY
TEAM AND PARTNER REVENUE
Each team member of DuckDAO/The Duck Liquidity Pool, as well as the Twitter
and Community Partners (provided they support “DuckDAO Hunters”) of DuckDAO or Duck Liquidity Pool, gets their “own” card designed. The team member
will get 25% of the minted card supply of their own card to use or sell at his
own discretion. This has to happen on OpenSea.io. The remaining 75% goes
into the normal distribution process via previously described methods.

ONGOING CALCULATIONS
All figures in this red paper are not yet fixed and are provisional. The final numbers of will be announced and updated on the website duckdao.io/hunters.

TELEGRAM GROUP FOR GAMERS
https://t.me/duckdaohunters
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